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North Star Press of St. Cloud, Inc. Paperback. Book Condition:
New. Paperback. 128 pages. Dimensions: 8.8in. x 5.9in. x
0.5in.The elementary school at Acorn Valley holds an art
fundraiser to help local animals whose homes were lost due to
natural disasters. Four famous local artists--Claude Monet
Mongoose, Georgia OGiraffe, Vincent Van Goat and Pablo
Picasso Peacock--have generously donated their weather-
themed paintings for a charity auction. But a monkey wrench
is thrown into the proceedings when distinguished Gila
monster Dr. Ced E. Meant discovers, in a presentation at the
Metropolitan Museum before the event, that his invaluable
research has been stolen! His findings are so important that
they cannot be leaked to the world at large! Meanwhile, more
mysterious and fishy things are going on at the art auction,
which Detectives Nut and Bill are determined to unravel.
Geared for older children (and appealing enough for adults),
this third entry in the series once again paints a delightful
world of animal protagonists--teachers, scientists, etc. --using
colorful illustrations with the lively black-and-white cartoons of
Karwoski. Each of the animals--garbed like humans--has
personality to spare, and they make amusing references to
bills, hooves and tails. A genuinely crafty, complex mystery
(including secret panels,...
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Without doubt, this is the best job by any writer. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. You may like
how the author write this publication.
-- Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II--  Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II

This ebook is great. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time period. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as
soon as you full looking over this ebook.
-- Sta nton Connelly-- Sta nton Connelly
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